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Mob cop’s crooked ways don’t vindicate cabbie killer: Brooklyn DA

The crimes of Mob Cop Det. Stephen Caracappa aren’t enough to set aside the conviction of a cabbie killer, the Brooklyn District Attorney’s Of ce said.

Prosecutors oppose a motion by Paul Clark, who wants his conviction vacated based in large part that it was Caracappa who busted him for shooting dead cabbie Oswen Fraser, 60, in

Downtown Brooklyn in April 1980.

Clark, now 54 and still behind bars, said he was sleeping at home in East Flatbush when Fraser was killed. He claims Caracappa — who years later was revealed to be a killer for the Luchese

crime family — didn’t investigate his alibi.

The Daily News wrote in May that Clark’s lawyers in court papers said Caracappa’s notorious record alone was reason to be skeptical, especially since the only evidence against Clark was

the identi cation by a NYPD clerk whose testimony had critical discrepancies.

The DA’s court ling, however, minimizes those discrepancies and downplayed any impact Caracappa’s rogue ways had on the case.

“Defendant contends, in essence, that because Caracappa was the only person present when (clerk Veronique) Dowie identi ed defendant from a photo array, Caracappa, who was a corrupt

detective, might have unduly suggested to Dowie that the defendant was the shooter,” the ling said. “Defendant’s allegations are sheer speculation, and his claim is meritless.”

But James Henning, one of Clark’s lawyers, said that while the ling includes the statement Dowie wrote about the wanted poster, there’s no evidence she ever went to police before that.
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“Mob cop” Steven Caracappa worked as a killer for the Luchese crime family. (DEBBIE EGAN-CHIN/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS)
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Given Caracappa’s reputation, Henning said, there’s reason to suspect he manipulated Dowie. Henning also said justice can only be served if every conviction involving Caracappa is

scrutinized as closely as those involving retired Brooklyn Det. Louis Scarcella.

The DA has been conducting a wide-ranging probe of Scarcella’s record, with seven murder convictions dismissed in the last several years.

“Given that Caracappa used his (shield) to further his criminal career and engaged in the manipulation of investigations for the bene t of himself or criminal associates, his criminal life is

relevant to Paul’s conviction,” Henning said.

Caracappa died in a federal prison in April. He was 75.

Det. Louis Eppolito, the other half of the Mob Cop duo, is serving life in prison. They were convicted of carrying out eight mob-ordered executions.

Dowie, the clerk, died in 1991.

A judge will decide if Clark’s conviction should be set aside.

At the time of Clark’s arrest in 1983 he was serving time for another murder — he shot dead a teen at an East Flatbush block party four months after Fraser was killed — he admits

committing.
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Caracappa busted Paul Clark (pictured), who was later convicted of murdering cab driver Oswen Fraser. (ANDREW SAVULICH/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS)
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